
ANSWERS!!!
Motion Graphs
1a. (Point D… has the slope of greatest magnitude… it is
steepest! And the slope of a position time graph tells
you the velocity)
1b. (Point B to Point D…. the magnitude of the slope of
the line tangent to the curve increases between these
two points)
1c. (A to B, and D to F… the magnitude of the slope of
the line tangent to the curve is decreasing)
1d. (At point B, before B the slope was positive
indicating a positive velocity, thus moving right…. After
B the slope is negative indicating a negative velocity,
thus moving left.)
1e. (B to F… the slope of the tangent line is negative,
indicating a negative velocity, thus moving left…. As we
approach f the slope is nearing zero indicating that we
are coming to a stop by the time F is reached.)

2a.  The object is at rest during B and D… the slope is
zero during these sections indicating zero velocity.
2b. The velocity during section C is equal to the slope of
that section, the rise was -2m and the run was 1s so the
slope was -2m/s.
2c.

2d.  Since the given graph was Position vs. Time and
displacement is defined as the change in position….. the
final position was -2m and the initial position was -1m
so the change in position is -2m – (-1m) = -1m.. the
answer is -1m.
2e.  The total distance is 7m. (it moved 3m during
section A, moved 2m during section C, and moved 2m
during section E.)

3a.The displacement is found by finding the area “under
the curve.” Rectangle a has an area of 6m, Triangle B
and area of 2m, Triangle C -2m, Rectangle D -2m, and
Triangle E -1m…. so the displacement is +3m when
those quantities are summed.  You must pay attention
to the signs because displacement is a vector so
direction matters.
3b. The total distance is found by adding the lengths
found when finding the area…. But ignoring the
negative signs because distance is a scalar and direction
doesn’t  matter.
3c. The slope of a velocity time graph is the
acceleration.  Wherever it is steepest is where the
acceleration has the greatest magnitude… so during
section E….. 2m/s2.
3d. The object changes direction when its velocity
changes sign, so right at 5 seconds.  Before five seconds
it had a positive velocity, after 5 seconds it had a
negative velocity.
3e. The object is moving to the left if its velocity is
negative.  Look at the graph.  It is moving to the left
during sections C, D, and E…. because that is when it has
negative velocities according to the graph scale.
3f.

So… hopefully linear for 0-3 seconds indicating constant
velocity…. Also linear from 7-8 seconds for the same
reason.  Curvy elsewhere indicating we have
acceleration.
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